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How Differently Do Autistics See Gestures?

Verbal and spatial memory in autistic individuals 
• Meta-analytic review by Griego et al. (2019) on suggestibility and false 

memories in autistics: 

‣ Contrary to typical individuals, autistic people significantly display: 

➡ Decreased suggestibility. 

➡ Decreased false memories. 

‣ Fuzzy-trace theory = dual process memory theory that proposes two 
forms of memory: 

➡ Gist memories capture the overarching meaning of an event. 

➡ Verbatim memories rely on specific details. 

‣ Autistics focus on details => tend to rely more on verbatim memories (–> 
less likely to be influenced by memory distortion like suggestibility or 
false memories). E.g., autistics understand language literally and focus on 
details => no distortions. 

• Review by Siu & Le (2015) on verbal memory in autistics: Autistics have a 
good verbal recognition and perform better than typical people on verbal 
recall when provided with cues (but less good on free verbal recall). 

• Autistic people usually have a good spatial memory (as defined as memory 
for location) (Williams et al., 2006). They also have a good shape recognition 
provided that the shapes are meaningful (Ameli et al., 1988). 

2. Hypotheses and research question 

Hypotheses 
• Autistic people (1) do not integrate gesture in speech, (2) have a good 

verbatim memory (i.e. focus on details), and (3) have a good spatial memory 
and shape recognition => hypothesis = they remember the exact gestures 
that were used. 

• Since autistics can supposedly remember both the exact words that were said 
as well as the exact gestures that were used => hypothesis = they can 
remember if something was said or gestured. 

Research question 
• Can autistic people, in contrast to typical people, remember whether 

information that they have learnt was said or gestured? 

3. Methods 

Participants 
• Autistic adults will take part in two tasks for this experimental study. 

• Participants will be recruited in associations for autistic people (e.g. ASPIE) 
and will receive monetary compensation for their participation. 

Materials 
• The experiments will be videotaped for later analysis. 

• Analysis requiring gesture annotation = multimodal annotation tool ELAN. 

Procedure 
• Participants will be shown video clips, in which some pieces of information 

are spoken and some are gestured. 

• Participants will have to do two tasks: 

‣ Retell the content of the video clips as accurately as possible using the 
exact words they heard and gestures they saw. 

‣ Answer some questions related to the content, e.g. ‘Was the information 
that the table is big conveyed through words or rather through gestures?’. 
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1. Background on gestures and memory in 
autistics 

Speech-gesture integration into memory 
• Pragmatic study by Kelly et al. (1999) on the role of gesture in 

comprehension and memory: 

‣ Speech and gesture contribute to each other in an interactive way 
(interactive contribution hypothesis) rather than in an additive way. 

‣ People incorporate information acquired through gestures in the 
utterance’s intended meaning and into their memory for speech –> 
supports the interactive contribution hypothesis. 

‣ People do not even seem to remember having received the 
information through gesture. 

• Study by Broaders & Goldin-Meadow (2010) on gestures produced 
during investigative interviews: 

‣ Participants were children who attended a musical event at school. 

‣ The interviewer asked (1) specific or (2) open-ended questions about 
either (1) occurring or (2) non-occurring details. The questions were 
asked either (1) in speech alone or (2) in speech plus gesture. E.g.: 

‣ Focussing on responses to non-occurring events, it was found that, 
when gesture was added, children: 

➡ Gave more affirming responses to open-ended questions than 
when asked without gesture. 

➡ Gave as many affirming responses when asked open-ended 
question with gesture as when asked specific questions without 
gesture (e.g. ‘Was he wearing a hat?’) => misleading gesture has 
the same effect as misleading speech. 

‣ Interviewer’s gestures may serve as a source of misinformation that 
lead interviewees to report false memories. 

• Study by Gurney (2015) on verbal and nonverbal influence onto memory: 

‣ Participants were shown a very short video clip of a theft before 
being asked questions about the event. 

‣ Interviewer deliberately used biased speech or gesture in some 
conditions: verbal factual, verbal misleading, nonverbal factual, 
nonverbal misleading, and control condition (no information). 

‣ Gestures encourage people to report both accurate, factual as well 
as inaccurate, misleading information => gestures = the same 
influence as speech and are just as likely to mislead people as spoken 
suggestions –> can lead to false memories since people integrate 
gesture into speech. 

• Study by Sekine et al. (2015) on the semantic integration of speech and 
iconic gesture in comprehension: From an early age (3 years when live, 5 
when in video), people integrate information conveyed in speech and 
iconic gestures to arrive at a unified interpretation. 

Gesture integration in autistic individuals 
• Study by Hubbard et al. (2012) on speech-gesture integration in autistic 

children: Contrary to typical children, autistic children show: 

‣ No increased activity in right superior temporal gyrus and sulcus 
(site of auditory processing and multisensory integration) specific to 
the presence of co-speech beat gesture => autistics do not integrate 
speech and gesture, i.e. no multisensory integration in autistics. 

‣ Significantly greater activity in visual cortex for the presence of beat 
gesture => auditory and visual aspects are processed independently.

Type of Event Type of Question Speech-Plus-Gesture

Non-occurring Event (the 
musician did not wear a hat)

Open-Ended Question ‘What else was he wearing?’ 
plus PUT-ON-HAT gesture

Superior 
memory 

performance.
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